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In today’s digital transformation era, tools that enable efficient 
communication and optimized workflows are indispensable for 
enterprises seeking to create competitive advantages. AUO 
Display Plus offers comprehensive solutions for office manage-
ment, smart meeting, and control room applications that cater to 
the different requirements found in various types of meeting 
spaces, office spaces, as well as cross-departmental collabora-
tions. These solutions are tailored to help enterprises enhance 
work efficiencies, improve communication flexibility, and increase 
resilience in face of the dynamic business environment. 

Increase Resilience 
in Dynamic 
Environments

‧Display space availability status
‧Reserve spaces through user-friendly interfaces 

‧Display content from any device
‧Collaborate via the interactive whiteboard
‧Connect with video conferencing systems for 

online meetings

Conference Hall 
Solution

Meeting Space 
Management 
SolutionSituation Room 

Solution

Meeting Room 
Solution

Meeting Room SolutionMeeting Space Management Solution
‧Large scale viewing of contents with superior quality
‧Distribute content from multiple devices across displays
‧Control devices via user-friendly interfaces

‧Visualize information across multiple displays
‧Large scale viewing of contents with superior quality
‧Control devices via user-friendly interfaces

Conference Hall Solution Situation Room Solution
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Easy, Streamlined Operations
Booking a room or space on-site is only a 
few clicks away with the interactive 
touchscreen that features multi-touch 
capabilities.

Key Features

Main Products

Space Occupancy at a Glance
The display and status lights provide 
immediate visible communication of space 
occupancy status. No more repeat 
bookings and wasted time on searching 
for unoccupied spaces.

Our Solution
The AUO Display Plus Meeting Space Management Solution provides a convenient method for 
reserving meeting rooms and office spaces, and can be easily implemented by facility managers. 
By displaying booking information and occupancy status in real-time, users can easily locate 
available spaces and make instant reservations for the requirements at hand.
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Meeting Space 
Management 
Solution

As hybrid work gains popularity, workplace designs today often feature 
shared spaces, open spaces, and meeting spaces equipped with technolo-
gies to enhance communication and collaboration between office and 
remote workers. In addition to designing more flexible workspaces, the 
challenge of managing these spaces can overwhlem enterprises.

Maximize Space Usage 
Efficiency

Touch Panel PC
‧10.1” LCD Display
‧Supports Multi-touch
‧Built-in LED Status Lights 



Meeting room technologies have evolved to enhance engagement and collaboration for 
both face-to-face and remote meetings. However, conducting smooth and efficient meetings 
is often difficult. Technical difficulties while connecting to presentation sources, inadequate 
visibility and audibility, as well as poor meeting records result in inefficient meetings, wasted 
time, and ineffective outcomes.

Our Solution
The AUO Display Plus Meeting Room Solution integrates display and communication 
technologies to deliver smooth and productive meetings in the face of challenges from 
using multiple device formats, connecting with in-person and remote meeting participants, 
as well as the lack of progress from insufficient follow-up after meetings. 

Empower Seamless Collaboration

Key Features

Main Products
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Meeting Room 
Solution

Interactive Flat Panel Display
‧Various Size Options
‧Supports Multi-touch

Conference Camera
‧Superior Video Quality
‧Diverse Video Output Interfaces

Interactive Whiteboard for 
Collaboration
The easy-to-use interactive flat panel 
display allows multiple users to annotate 
and draw simultaneously during discussions. 
Meeting notes can be saved and shared for 
immediate follow-up.

Remote Video Conferencing
Connect with video conference 
cameras to deliver exceptional video 
and audio performance that make 
online meetings more engaging.

Efficient, Wireless Screen Sharing
Connect laptops, tablets, or 
smartphones and instantly share 
presentation contents wirelessly 
without the need for additional devices 
or cables.



Simplified, Intelligent Control
The easy-to-use interface allow users 
to intuitively control the audio and 
visual setup through a few simple clicks.

Seamless, Large-scale Viewing
Integrates large-format video walls that 
deliver superior image and video quality 
for immersive and interactive 
presentations.

Effortless Management of Multiple 
Displays
Manage the distribution of presentation 
contents from multiple devices across 
multiple displays according to presentation 
requirements.

Integrates Multiple AV Interfaces
Provides reliable connection and 
transmission of multiple AV signals with a 
comprehensive support for a variety of 
formats.
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Key Features

Main Products

Our Solution
By integrating professional audio-visual and control technologies, the AUO Display 
Plus Lecture Hall Solution fulfills the needs of presenters, facility or technical manag-
ers, and audiences. This solution provides interfaces that are easy to operate during 
presentation setup and delivery. It ensures that presentations can be conducted 
smoothly in addition to delivering exceptional viewing experiences for the audience. 8

As spaces designed to serve company-wide events, conference halls incorpo-
rate audio-visual and collaboration technologies that facilitate clear communi-
cation and immersive presentation experiences. The biggest challenge in 
deployment is the ability to integrate multiple video, audio, lighting, and other 
systems that are reliable and easy-to-use as well. 

Deliver Smooth, Immersive 
Presentations

Conference 
Hall Solution

Other Recommendations

Video Matrix

MATRIX

Control System Digital Podium

CONTROL

Interactive Flat Panel Display
‧Various Size Options
‧Supports Multi-touch

LED Video Wall
‧Various Size Options
‧Ultra-fine Pixel Pitch for Vivid Images
‧Seamless Viewing

Conference Camera
‧Superior Video Quality
‧Diverse Video Output 

Interfaces



Real-time Information Access
Visualize information from multiple 
sources in real-time across multiple 
displays to facilitate the decision making 
process.

Simplified, Intelligent Control
Easy-to-use interfaces allow intuitive 
control of devices and equipment through 
a few simple clicks, streamlining the user 
experience.

Seamless, Large-scale Viewing
Integrates large-format video walls that 
deliver superior image and video quality for 
visualizing multiple information 
simultaneously.

Integrates Multiple AV Interfaces
Provides reliable connection and 
transmission of multiple AV signals 
with a comprehensive support for a 
variety of formats and configurations.

Other Recommendations

Situation rooms are essential in enterprises for the purposes of monitoring, controlling, 
decision-making, and communicating. Quick analysis of evolving situations often involves accessing 
multiple information sources across large-format video walls, where high-quality viewing and 
sharing are critical for communications.

Our Solution
The AUO Display Plus Situation Room Solution combines display and control technologies to 
provide real-time access and visualization of multiple information sources. In addition to 
enhancing decision-making processes and work efficiencies in enterprises, this solution also 
delivers the flexibility and scalability required to cater to current and future applications.

Real-time Visualization & 
Monitoring

Key Features

Main Products
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LED Video Wall
‧Various Size Options
‧Ultra-fine Pixel Pitch for Vivid Images
‧Seamless Viewing

Situation Room 
Solution

Video Matrix

MATRIX

Control System

CONTROL



AUO Display Plus is the industrial and commercial display subsidiary 

of AU Optronics. We offer a complete end-to-end display service, 

from R&D, through to sales and customer service. In addition to our 

display business, we also provide smart display solutions across 

various verticals, including education, enterprise, retail, healthcare, 

and transportation. Headquartered in the Hsinchu Science Park, 

Taiwan, the company operates global offices in China, Japan, the 

United States, and Europe.

About 
AUO Display Plus
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